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About This Software

SMILE GAME BUILDER is a game making software. Programming is NOT a required skill! All necessary materials are
included such as 3D models, graphics, music and more. NOW, all you need is your creativity!

You have a long time dream to create your own RPG?
But, you don’t know how to program?

Well…. you don’t need to!!

SMILE GAME BUILDER can make your imagination into gaming world without ANY PROGRAMMING!!!
Now it’s even better! It’s in 3D world!

These below images are other sample maps in the Editor.
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SMILE GAME BUILDER contains more than 1,000 materials to choose from,
such as 3D characters, monster images, music, sound effects,

houses, fountains, animals, magic… and much more!

3D Charaters / 2D Characters
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One of Terrain Blocks / One of Stairs Blocks

2D Monster Images / Character Portraits

Even more great news for 3D designers and illustrators!
SMILE GAME BUILDER allows you to import your original characters and objects into the engine!

Furthermore, there will be downloadable contents available at the same time!

In RPG games, the main character has to talk to people in order to play the story to the next step, right?
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Once you place a character on the Editor, these kinds of window will appear.

Then, you just need to set their dialogues and actions!

YES, that's it!
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Of course, the player has to have wonderful items to go through the journey.

However, life is NOT that easy.
You can also set some traps with these items and or other things!! hehehe
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These are some particle effects that you can add to the map!

The great thing is they MOVE even in the Editor!

No worries! For the experts, you can convert these simple templates to advanced events!!
So then, more dramatic conversations or events can be everywhere!
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See? We promised we did all the coding for you!

So, you just need to place objects or people on the map!

Set their dialogues and actions.... voilà!

Just like that! Simple steps!

After you placed and organized your story, here is the best part!

Test Play!!

You might want to have Test Plays time to time.
To see how the events turn out or how well the balance of the game is.

Maybe it's a good idea to ask your friends for testing!
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You can distribute your game to the world and even you can sell your game!

But!
Most importantly, you will need your imagination and

creativeness to expand your ideas
and show the world what you have in mind!

RELEASE YOUR CREATIVITY!

SMILE GAME BUILDER – The Specification of the Trial Version
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Title: SMILE GAME BUILDER
Genre: Design & Illustration, Web Publishing
Developer:
SmileBoom Co.Ltd.
Publisher:
SmileBoom Co.Ltd.
Release Date: 7 Sep, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft® Windows7/8/10 (32/64bit)

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo processor or AMD Athlon™ 64

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD graphics 4400 or more, Radeon HD graphics 5430 or more, OpenGL 3.0 or more

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 800 MB available space

Additional Notes: Performance is not guaranteed under a virtual or emulated environment.

English,Japanese
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This Is the first review I have written for a game, mostly becase this game NEEDS more attention. First of all, if you remember
any of those old tank flash games that you could play local, (Which I did back in middle school) you will be in for a pleasant
suprise. this game takes the Idea of those old tank games and manages to give them an exciting twist. With beautiful, backdrops,
levels, Etc. smooth-as-butter controls, and in game level modifications ranging from terrifying to hilarious, this game is worth
the money for an amazing time with your friends.. fun but short game. I thought the music included would be better, but it's
not.. This game freezes constantly during race mode. Also, no way to fully delete your file to restart. :( I really want to play this..
The game is pretty solid so far, great crafting system. it can be a little difficult to figure out but once you get it, its really
awesome.. im pretty bad at fighting games but this one is really fun and pretty easy to learn. Best music ever for a space game, a
true must have

10 \/ 10. GREAT GAME FOR ONE BUCK!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Buy it! It is great fun to mess with pals, or strike out on your own.
Have fun in 1v1, or with friends against an onslaught of dinos. Now there are serveral downsides, but if you consider the price,
those can be easily ignored.. GOOD PREMISE if this was an arcade game but the levels are repeated and basically everybody
bought this for the ransom achievement lot!!!

I loved how the developer made a story out of this one though but it couldnt save the rage inducing mental trauma!!!. Great early
access football sim game. Its like an online version of another popular football management game (albeit a few versions ago),
yes its a work in progress still but theres great potential and Im really enjoying it. Would recommend giving it a go if you like
playing vs other people and football management games.
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Install > Play > Exit Game > Unistall

The quickest way to farm Steam achievements! Only purchase this game for achievements! Does not have any real gameplay!.
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. OH MY LORD, possibly the greatest soundtrack to a
game I have ever heard, still don't know what I'm doing or the controls but it is such a great game deserves the recognition.
Awesome Story telling, greatest soundtrack and great design to the game overall

10/10 could wank to

just love the game and the art style. Awesome game. Great and variated action throughout different stagest. Very good graphics
and music. One of the best VR shooters out there!. Great piece of work. Considering how short the graphic novel was, I think
$1,99 was a bit pricey, although I enjoyed it.. I like the idea and the game play isn't really that bad. Story is a bit weird but other
than that I would say get it and try it out.

Puzzles are really fun in this game as well.. A very strange combination of gameplay, reminescent of old SNES platformers with
a bit of RPG and city management elements thrown in.. This game has no right to be as fun and amazing as it is... It's only $3,
takes place on a farm and random floating chunks of earth in the sky which makes no sense why it's a farm, there a random
mode where you shoot corn at each other in slow motion, and there's only three different weapons on one map... but it's just so
much fun. I just got done playing a buddy for about and hour and forty minutes and we had a blast. Setting up a private lobby is
easy.

It's not perfect though. A settings page would be amazing. We would rather use our own VOIP service like Discord\/Teamspeak
rather than the always on in-game voice (which could use a better, higher bit-rate codec). Also, a volume slider or music toggle
button would be great since the always-on-at-max-volume setup right now makes it hard to hear your teammate. Using the
SteamVR volume slider doesn't work since that also makes the VOIP quieter.

I have played Raw Data, Onward, Vanishing Realms, Google Earth VR, and so much more... and I really think this $3 game is
my favorite VR game yet. It's crazy, but true.. i love this game i really do but as of now its not worth the $20 there's not enough
to do right now this game has so much potential and im looking forward to the updates but as i said right now its not worth the
price

Guides posted, release on schedule for this Friday!:
Two official guides have been posted on the community hub, with more to come soon.

Custom content SDK will be posted later this week, with map editing/compiling tools, model format tools, and documentation.

The initial release of the game is slated for this Friday, November 3rd, and we appear to be on schedule. Our final build is set
for review this evening. All beta testing has completed, and we appear to be bug-free and ready to go!

Thank you everyone for your patience, we are a month late on delivering the game, but sometimes things come up, and we
believe the delay will be well worth it. Following the release, expect some updates to come soon after, particularly with the
Steam Workshop.. New updates coming soon!:
There will be a new update coming shortly, with some new features, new skins, and some graphic updates. We are beginning a
new, renewed development phase that will keep the game moving forward.

In the near future there will be a new, FREE, map pack that you can download with a number of 3rd party and older official fan
favorites that have been updated for the new version of the game.

Also keep your eye out for some new official maps, all brand-new, with some pretty wild themes later in the Summer!. Map
Pack #2 released!:
Map Pack #2 has been released!

Contains 2 DM and 2 CTF Maps.
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 Dm-Tetrigib

 Dm-Warmachine

 Ctf-Bloodline

 Ctf-Chromium

https://store.steampowered.com/app/985130/Alien_Arena__Map_Pack_2/?beta=0

. Alien Arena - Official Update is out now!:
Major update to Alien Arena is on Steam today!

This update adds two new maps, CTF-Dynasty and CTF-Terminal, and includes the many updates we've done to the game since
the initial release in terms of bug fixes, graphical features, and improvements to the Tactical game.

We come in peace! (not really). Alien Arena to have a presence at Winter Dreamhack 2017!:

We will be there, stop by our booth, sign up for prize tounaments, and say hello to the COR Entertainment staff!

https://winter.dreamhack.com/2017/11/06/arena-warriors-of-mars/. Dreakhack Winter 2017 recap!:
Read all about our experience at Winter Dreamhack 2017!

https://irritant.wordpress.com/2017/12/06/dreamhack-winter-2017/. Map pack #3 is released!:
2 DM, 2 CTF, go get it!

DM-Command
DM-Oblivion
CTF-Zorn
CTF-Spacejam

Spacejam is a wonderful remake of a classic Alien Arena map. Zorn and Command are masterpieces from xEmpX, one of the
premier map makers of the era.. Alien Arena Release 3:
Our third major update is out!

The engine has been updated with changes to the lighting parameters to give the game a bit more "pop" visually, and increase
the 3d effect of normalmapping, as well as new pain effects. Lighting overall is a little more dramatic. Bots have some added
code to give them more realistic weapon switching, so that you are not instantly probed with the Violator if you run into one
around the corner - you now have a fighting chance.

Several of the weapons have had their skins dealt some minor graphic updates, and we have added a brand new Martian skin,
"Deathray". Many of the Martian skins were given some updates as well.

Keep an eye out for a series of map packs that will be downloadable for free! This will include a number of historically popular
CTF maps which has been a major request.
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The next Alien Arena update will feature a number of new official maps, more info later on that.. New updates...keep on
coming!:
There will be another new update soon. It is a bit more extensive than the previous, and includes multiple map updates as well as
weapon and player skin updates and additions.

There is another development that will excite longtime fans of the game, and that is a remake of the classic map "The Saucer".
This map has been remade twice before, and will combine some elements of all three versions, as well as extend itself in new
ways. This map is using some different methods, that point to the future of Alien Arena and will also feature some modular
pieces for map makers to use for their own creations.

Speaking of maps, another map pack will be coming shortly as well!
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